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EASIEST WAY TO LEARN AND PLAY MANDOLIN!
Listen article.
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If you want to learn how to play the mandolin or discover a greater variety of chords, Mandolin Chords Lite is perfect for you. This
free app offers all the major types of chords for mandolin, frets and picture with position of fingers on the fretboard.
If you need more chords, including less used and rare chords, upgrade the application to its full version, 120MandolinChords
(http://neonway.org/120mandolinchords/)!
MandolinChordsLite is designed for both right-handed and left-handed, has a volume control option and graphics with very high
resolution. You have the ability to play any of the basic chords with authentic sound of mandolin, learning chords as you move, or
creating your own chord series for your favorite songs, or for practising. You can also change the tone of your collected chord rows to
accommodate your vocal range

Select the desired tone, and MandolinChordsLite will show you the corresponding chord in three ways: in the form of musical notes, fret
diagrams, and colorful pictures with the positions of the fingers on the fretboard oft he mandolin.
Discover variety of chords! Listen to them with the real mandolin sound, create your own chord rows, change the order of the chords in
your chord rows at any time! You have the option to save the chords in your documents by dragging them using Drag & Drop, or in
application in the Favorites section! You have the option to save as many chord rows as you need, or delete the ones you do not need.
Do not forget about the possibility of changing the tone to make it easier to sing!
Good luck with MandolinChordsLite! Download the app now
See our video tutorial for 120MandolinChords to YouTube!
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